How to Use Gather Town
An introductory video can be watched here: Intro to Gather Town
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1. Go to the website supplied by New Mexico MESA:
Gather Access: https://app.gather.town/invite?token=JwkpkJwN-YE5nswvsu1vg15BS8HXjaBC
Gather Password: 2022 NEDC

2.

There, you will be able to check your video and audio settings as well as choose your avatar. Make
sure to put your name, school, and state in the top. When you are done, click Next and then Join
Gathering

3. You will spawn in the main room. From here, you can go to the different rooms within Gather Town.

Arrows on the floors will tell you what is behind the doors
4. Some objects can be interacted with.

When it is highlighted or when you see a prompt on the bottom of your screen, press “x” to interact with the
object.

5. Some spaces are private. You will see a message across the bottom of the screen that says, “You have
entered a private space.” This means that you will only be able to talk to and hear other people in that
same space. It is a way to have a conversation without someone else interrupting.

6. There are some fun features you can add to react to people. Most of them are reactions that can be
found in the smiley face on the bottom of the screen.

7. You can also use key presses to do some fun things:
a. Holding “z” will cause you to dance and have a heart reaction.

b. Holding “g” will allow you to be invisible and move past people who are blocking your path.

Interacting With Documents/Videos
To View a document (Design Brief or Poster), go to the Project Showcase room, get within 2 pixels (i.e.
squares) of the document and press “x.”

A screen will open up and you will be able to view the document.

You can close the document by pressing the “x” in the upper right corner.

To view a video, get within 2 pixels (i.e. square) of the monitor.

Press “x” to view the video. A screen will open up. You will need to press the play button on some videos and others
will start automatically.

All the booths will be private spaces (see #3 on the first page for more info).
Chat
On the left hand side of the screen, there is a chat function. You can chat with everyone, people who are near
you, or specific people. Please note that all chats will be saved by AZ MESA.

Finding Someone in Gather
If you are looking for someone specific, you have a couple options:

1. You can choose “Locate on Map.” This will give you a line to find the person that you can follow to find
them. You will see a message on the screen on the bottom: “Locating (Insert Person’s Name)” and a
button “Stop Locating” for when you find them. The line is adaptive and will change based on your and
their movements.

2. You can follow someone. Press “Follow” and you will follow them

You can either press the “Stop Following” button or just walk away to stop following

Room Descriptions
Help Desk/Main Entrance: The place where you will spawn the first time you log in. The help desk will be
staffed by NM MESA staff to help you navigate the space.
State Rooms: Each state represented by MESA has their own private room. Each room can be recognized by
the state flag at the entryway. These spaces are for states to gather, prepare for their Technical Interview,
whatever you may need.
Poster Rooms: This is the space where projects will be displayed. Posters, and Design Briefs will be open for
anyone to see.
MESA Ballroom: This is the room for opening and closing ceremonies. Each state has a place in the room to
gather that is their state flag.
Workshop Rooms: This is the space to reach the different activities that NM MESA has prepared for the virtual
NEDC. Each activity will have it’s own room and the arrows on the floor.
New Mexico College Fair: Explore the different universities across our state that are partners with NM MESA.
Social Lounge: Want a place to relax or to interact with other NEDC members? Head to the lounge, mingle,
play some games, or find a space to relax.

